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Sharks and other cartilaginous fish are the phylogenetically oldest
living organisms that rely on antibodies as part of their adaptive
immune system. They produce the immunoglobulin new antigen
receptor (IgNAR), a homodimeric heavy chain-only antibody, as
a major part of their humoral adaptive immune response. Here, we
report the atomic resolution structure of the IgNAR constant domains
and a structural model of this heavy chain-only antibody. We find
that despite low sequence conservation, the basic Ig fold of modern
antibodies is already present in the evolutionary ancient shark
IgNAR domains, highlighting key structural determinants of the
ubiquitous Ig fold. In contrast, structural differences between
human and shark antibody domains explain the high stability of
several IgNAR domains and allowed us to engineer human anti-
bodies for increased stability and secretion efficiency. We identi-
fied two constant domains, C1 and C3, that act as dimerization
modules within IgNAR. Together with the individual domain
structures and small-angle X-ray scattering, this allowed us to
develop a structural model of the complete IgNAR molecule. Its
constant region exhibits an elongated shape with flexibility and
a characteristic kink in the middle. Despite the lack of a canonical
hinge region, the variable domains are spaced appropriately wide
for binding to multiple antigens. Thus, the shark IgNAR domains
already display the well-known Ig fold, but apart from that, this
heavy chain-only antibody employs unique ways for dimerization
and positioning of functional modules.
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The phylogenetically oldest living organisms identified that
possess most major components of a vertebrate adaptive im-

mune system are cartilaginous fish (Chondrichthyes) such as sharks,
skates, and rays (1, 2). They shared the last common ancestor with
other jawed vertebrates roughly 500 million years ago (2, 3). Ac-
cordingly, shark antibodies can provide unique insights into the
molecular evolution of the immune system. Furthermore, shark
antibodies have evolved under challenging conditions; for example,
the high osmolarity of shark blood is partially sustained by the
protein denaturant urea (4, 5). Even though it is partially counter-
acted by other osmolytes (6), shark antibodies are believed to
be particularly stable (7). Insights into the structural features that
provide this increased stability may provide attractive applica-
tions for biotechnology (8). Sharks and other Elasmobranchs
have two conventional antibodies, IgM and IgW, but the struc-
turally simplest antibody molecule in sharks is the so-called Ig
new antigen receptor (IgNAR) (9). In its secreted form, it con-
sists of two identical heavy chains (HCs) composed of one var-
iable domain (V) and five constant domains (C1–C5) each (4, 9)
(Fig. 1A). Similar to camelid antibodies, IgNARs are devoid
of light chains (LCs) (9, 10), an example of convergent evolution
(11). The variable domain of IgNAR, whose structure had
been solved (12, 13), shows similarity to the variable domains

of evolutionarily more recent immunoglobulins (12, 13). In
contrast, its constant domains (C1–C5; Fig. 1A) are most ho-
mologous to the primordial IgW of sharks (14). Of the five human
antibody classes, IgA, IgD, IgE, IgG, and IgM, IgW is most closely
related to IgD, which, along with IgM, are the oldest Ig isotypes
(14–17). Except for low-resolution electron microscopic images
(18), no structural data are available for any of the constant
IgNAR domains.
Here, we determined the structures of the four N-terminal

IgNAR constant domains (C1–C4) at atomic resolution and
present a model for the complete IgNAR molecule that reveals
key adaptations of HC-only antibodies. We identified structural
elements that contribute to the high stability of some IgNAR
domains and transferred these to human antibodies to improve
their stability and secretion.

Significance

Sharks are among the evolutionary oldest living organisms with
an immune system that possesses a number of elements similar
to ours, including antibodies. In this article, we present structural
insights into one of the most ancient antibodies, shedding light
on the molecular evolution of the immune system and the
structural features of heavy chain-only antibodies. Sharks enrich
urea in their blood to prevent osmotic loss of water in the ma-
rine environment. Urea, however, denatures proteins if they are
not sufficiently stable. Indeed, we find that shark antibodies are
particularly stable. We pinpointed specific features responsible
for their high stability and found that transplanting them into
a human antibody increased its secretion.
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Results
The Structures of the IgNAR Constant Domains Reveal Key Elements
of the Ig Fold and Differences to Modern Antibody Domains. To
determine the structure of IgNAR, we expressed the full-length
protein, different truncation constructs, and individual domains in
Escherichia coli. As we could not obtain crystals for the complete
C1–C5 fragment or several multidomain subfragments, we pro-
ceeded with the individual domains. The structures of the IgNAR
C1, C2, and C3 domains were determined by X-ray crystallogra-
phy. The 3D structure of the C2 domain was solved by Patterson
search techniques, with a resolution of 1.5 Å (Rfree = 21.6%),
using the structure of the mouse λLC constant domain (CL; Pro-
tein Data Bank ID code 1IND) as starting point. The structure of
C2 was used to determine the structures of the C1 and C3
domains by molecular replacement. For C1 and C3, resolutions of
2.7 Å (Rfree = 28.4%) and 2.8 Å (Rfree = 28.7%), respectively,
were obtained. C4 was not amenable to crystallization, and thus
the structure of the C4 domain was solved by NMR spectroscopy.
Its structure is well-defined on the basis of 1,265 NOE-derived
distance restraints, orientational restraints from residual dipolar
coupling data, and dihedral angle restraints. Details can be found
in the SI Appendix,Materials and Methods and SI Appendix, Tables
S1 and S2. Recombinant C5 was unstructured (see following for
details), and thus no high-resolution structure could be obtained.
The IgNAR domains have only limited sequence conservation

in comparison with human Ig domains (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix,
Fig. S1). However, C1–C4 all show a typical constant domain Ig
fold (C1-type). Similar to most C1-type domains, these IgNAR
domains consist of a two-layer sandwich structure, with strands
b, c, e, and f forming the common core (Fig. 1C and SI Appendix,

Fig. S1) (19, 20). In each case, the two layers of the β-sandwich
are covalently linked by a buried disulfide bridge that is orien-
tated roughly perpendicular to the sheets (Fig. 1 B and C and SI
Appendix, Fig. S1) (19). Around this disulfide bridge, several
hydrophobic residues form a tight core with a highly conserved
tryptophan at its center, which is present in all IgNAR domains
(Fig. 1 B and C and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Essentially all known
modern antibody C-type domain structures exhibit this core.
Thus, most likely, this feature developed very early and remained
one of its defining characteristics. In the C1–C3 domains of IgNAR,
the β-sandwich layers are intercalated by two short α-helices,
which are found in most antibody domains but are not generally
present in other proteins with the Ig fold. In the C4 domain, only
the second helix between strand e and f is formed (Fig. 1C). C1–
C4 each contain a tryptophan in this second helix, which is highly
conserved within Chordata (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S1).
This tryptophan interacts with an almost equally conserved ty-
rosine or phenylalanine located C terminally (Fig. 1 B and C and
SI Appendix, Fig. S1). The evolutionary conservation of this motif
is in agreement with an important structural role in the antibody
domain folding process (21) and suggests that, together with the
core of the fold, it developed early in the evolution of antibody
domains. Of note, in C2 and C4, a salt bridge exists between the
second helix and the loop connecting strand c and d that is likely
to stabilize the helix and this loop.
Despite the overall similarities, several differences exist be-

tween mammalian and IgNAR domains. One is the absence of a
proline residue between strand b and c in some of the IgNAR
domains (Fig. 1 B and C). In many mammalian antibody domains,
this proline is in the cis state in the native structure, and thus,
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Fig. 1. Sequence and structure of IgNAR domains C1–C4. (A) Schematic of the secreted dimeric IgNAR molecule, comprising one variable (V) and five constant
(C1–C5) domains. Predicted glycosylation sites are shown as gray hexagons. Cysteines that are not part of the intradomain disulfide bridges are indicated
(–SH). The secretory tail is C terminally of the C5 domain. (B) Sequence alignment of IgNAR C1–C5 with the human IgG1 HC domains CH1–CH3. Conserved
cysteines are highlighted in red, and conserved hydrophobic residues of a YxCxY (Y, hydrophobic residue) motif around the disulfide bridge are highlighted in
orange. Conserved tryptophans in strand c and the second helix are highlighted in blue, and the cis-proline residue in the loop between strand b and c is
depicted in cyan. Secondary structure elements are indicated above the alignment. Black arrows indicate strictly conserved residues, and gray arrows ho-
mologous residues. (C) Ribbon diagram of the isolated constant IgNAR domains C1–C4 (C1, cyan; C2, blue; C3, red; C4, green; colors like in A). Residues marked
in the alignment are shown in stick representation, the small helices are indicated. (D) Superposition of the IgNAR C1-4 domains (C1, cyan; C2, blue; C3, red;
C4, green) on a human IgG CH3 domain (gray, Protein Data Bank ID code 1HZH).
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because of its slow isomerization, it leads to the greater pop-
ulation of folding intermediates, decisively influencing the do-
main folding reaction (22, 23). In the C1 and C3 domain, a cis-
proline residue is located in this conserved position; however, no
proline is found at the corresponding position in C2 or C4 (Fig. 1
B and C), suggesting that rate-limiting steps in the folding pathway
for these IgNAR domains might differ. A further difference is that
the first helix between strands a and b is not formed in the C4
domain (Fig. 1C). Instead, this region is unstructured and flexible
(SI Appendix, Fig. S2) and contains two consecutive charged res-
idues that are flanked by three hydrophobic residues, two of which
are aromatic residues (F467-E-E-I-W471; Fig. 1B). These char-
acteristics might suggest a role in interactions with other domains
(e.g., the C5 domain) or Ig receptors that might be further mod-
ulated by a glycosylation site between the C4 and C5 domains (Fig.
1 A and C). Except for this unstructured loop in C4, the topol-
ogies of the shark domains are very similar to the ones observed
for human antibody constant domains (Fig. 1D). The isolated C5
domain was an exception, as circular dichroism (CD) and fluo-
rescence spectroscopy revealed the characteristics of an unfolded
protein (SI Appendix, Fig. S3), which was also observed for a
glycosylated C5 domain expressed in insect cells and in the context
of a C4–C5 construct (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). In agreement with this
notion, the isolated C5 domain did not form its internal disulfide
bridge (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Taken together, these data suggest
that isolated IgNAR C5 is unfolded and that its folding depends
on further factors.

A Structural Analysis of the Complete IgNAR Molecule Reveals
Adaptations of Heavy Chain-Only Antibodies. Even though IgNAR
is known to be a covalent dimer (9), to date it has been unclear
which of the IgNAR domains contribute to dimerization of the
antibody molecule and how they interact. This cannot be easily
deduced from the sequence, and different modes of dimerization
are realized, for example, for IgM antibody domains (24). For
IgNAR, we find that the isolated C1 and C3 domains each form
a dimer, both in the crystal structure (Fig. 2 A and B) and in
solution (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). The Kd for the C1 domain in-
teraction was 595 ± 43 nM, whereas the C3 domain had a sig-
nificantly higher dissociation constant of Kd = 188 ±16 μM (SI
Appendix, Fig. S4), suggesting C1 dimerization drives dimer for-
mation of the C3 domain. Contrary to the strong polar inter-
actions, which are responsible for the domain pairing of, for
example, the IgG CH3 domains (Fig. 2C), the IgNAR C1 dimer
interface is dominated by hydrophobic interactions and contains
only two hydrogen bonds (Fig. 2 B and C).
Combining our results on domain interactions with the struc-

tural information available for the IgNAR variable domain (12,
13), and with the reported interchain disulfide bonds of the
IgNAR molecule (9) allowed us to obtain a model for the
complete IgNAR molecule (Fig. 3A). Of note, the wide angle of
the C1 dimerization interface induces a significant distance and
flexibility between the variable domains, which might be important
for efficient antigen binding, whereas the small angle between the

C3 domains leads to the formation of a narrow stalk for the IgNAR
molecule. A flexible, disulfide-bridged linker connects the C3 and
the C4 domains, restricting their relative positions but at the same
time providing flexibility within the stalk (Fig. 3A). To assess
our structural model, we performed small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) experiments on complete IgNAR molecules purified from
shark serum (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). The SAXS measurements are
consistent with the overall shape of our model (Fig. 3B and SI
Appendix, Table S3) and suggested that in solution, a major fraction
of IgNAR is kinked approximately in the middle of the molecule,
where the flexible linker between C3 andC4 is located (Fig. 3A and
C), in agreement with previously published electron microscopic
images (18). In structural models of IgNAR calculated using
HADDOCK (25, 26), kinked clusters agree best when scored
against the experimental SAXS data (see SI Appendix, Materials
and Methods for details). An independent ab initio analysis of our
SAXS data using DAMMIF (27) further supports the kinked
conformation (Fig. 3C). The radius of gyration (Rg) derived from
our SAXS data (67 Å) is slightly larger than the one calculated
from our model (59 Å), suggesting that full-length IgNAR occupies
a larger conformational space then a single model would imply,
further supporting the idea that full-length IgNAR is flexible
(Fig. 3A).
Of note, we find all predicted glycosylation sites in IgNAR to

be surface-exposed (Fig. 3A); thus, their further modification
would be in agreement with our model.

Defined Structural Elements Contribute to the High Stability of IgNAR
Domains and Can Be Transferred to Human Antibodies. Shark blood
contains urea at concentrations of several hundred millimolar to
prevent osmotic-driven water loss in a marine environment (4,
5). Urea is a protein denaturant, and thus shark antibodies are
likely to be more stable than those from organisms that do not
enrich urea in their blood (7, 8), even though sharks also accu-
mulate the protein-stabilizing agent trimethylamine-N-oxide in
their blood (6). When we individually analyzed the stability of
the constant domains C1–C4, we found the C2 and C4 domains
to be very resistant to chemical denaturation (Fig. 4 and SI
Appendix, Fig. S6). The C1 and C3 domains, however, did not
show a particularly high stability under the conditions tested
(Fig. 4). C3 has two predicted glycosylation sites (Fig. 1A), and
their modification would likely increase C3 stability. In addition,
because of the high dissociation constant for C3 dimerization
(Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S4), isolated C3 is essentially mono-
meric under our experimental conditions, whereas in the context
of the full-length IgNAR molecule, it will be a dimer resulting
from induced proximity driven by C1 dimerization and interchain
disulfide bridges (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S5).
In agreement with their high chemical stability, C2 and C4 also

showed superior stabilities against elevated temperatures (Fig. 4
and SI Appendix, Fig. S6), which were higher than most mono-
meric mammalian antibody domains, which typically have melting
temperatures ranging from about 40–60 °C (28–32). We hypoth-
esized that these high stabilities were a result of well-defined

C1 C3

C1 C3

SAA1 SE 2 # HB 3 # SB 4 rotation angle
IgNAR C1 977.5  -8.2 2 -- 125° 

IgNAR C3 912.4 -1.5 5 1 75° 

IgG CH3 1132.2 -4.3 5 2 132° 

IgA CH3 1014.3 -5.6 3 -- 138° 

IgE CH4 1113.2 -7.6 4 -- 142° 

IgM CH2  847.7 -3.4  4 1 105° 

IgM CH4  937.9 -7.3 3 1 70° 

A

B

C

1 solvent-accessible area of interface (Å2), solvent energy (kcal/mol),
3 hydrogen bonds, 4 salt bridges

2

Fig. 2. Characterization of the IgNAR C1 and C3
dimerization interfaces. (A) Ribbon and surface
diagram of the IgNAR C1 and C3 dimers. The two
subunits are colored in cyan and gray (C1) or red
and gray (C3), respectively. (B) Hydrophobic res-
idues within the C1 and C3 dimerization inter-
faces are shown in orange. One monomer is in
surface representation; its counterpart is shown
as a mesh surface. (C) Comparison of the di-
merization interfaces of IgNAR C1 and C3 and
different human and murine dimeric domains, as
determined by the PISA server (48) (Protein Data
Bank ID codes IgG CH3, 3HKF; IgA CH3, 1OW0; IgE
CH4, 1O0V; IgM CH2, 4JVU; and IgM CH4, 4JVW).
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structural differences between human antibody domains and C2/
C4, and thus searched for motifs that are present in C2 and C4
but absent in human antibody domains. We identified two
structural elements: the aforementioned salt bridge between the
loop separating strand c and d and the second helix connecting
strand e and f, and an extended hydrophobic core in C2 and C4
resulting from an additional Val residue in strand d (SI Appendix,
Fig. S7). With a view to test whether these elements could im-
prove the properties of evolutionary more-recent Ig domains, we
transplanted these motifs into the monomeric human Ig κLC CL
domain and assessed their effect on its stability. When both the
additional salt bridge (mutant M1) and the extended hydro-
phobic core (mutant M2) were introduced together into the CL
domain (mutant M1+2), a significant stabilization was achieved.
The melting point of M1+2 was almost 10 °C higher (67.0 ± 0.4 °C)
than that of the wild-type (wt) CL domain (58.3 ± 0.3 °C) (Fig.
5A and SI Appendix, Fig. S8), and its stability against urea was
markedly increased (23.1 ± 0.8 kJ/mol for M1+2 compared with
15.0 ± 0.2 kJ/mol for the wt CL domain) (Fig. 5A). Separately,
M1 and M2 each had only a modest effect on the stability of the
CL domain (Fig. 5A and SI Appendix, Fig. S8). Importantly, all

CL mutants tested still associated with the HC CH1 domain, its
authentic partner domain, and induced its folding (SI Appendix,
Fig. S8), which is a critical test for their structural integrity (33).
On the basis of these improved biophysical characteristics, our

mutants were engineered into the CL domain in the context of
a full-length κLC and assessed for their ability to exert their
advantageous characteristics in mammalian cells, where the ac-
curacy of antibody folding and assembly are monitored by quality
control processes in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (34). We
expressed the different LC variants, comprising mutants M1, M2, or
M1+2, either alone or together with IgG HCs (γHCs) in COS-1
cells (35), and compared them with wild-type κLC. When the var-
ious LCs were expressed alone, we found less expression of LCM2 in
the cell lysate, which was not a result of enhanced secretion (SI
Appendix, Fig. S9), even though the CL domain possessing this
mutation was more stable in vitro. The other two κLC mutants were
expressed at similar or slightly higher levels than LCWT in the cell
lysate, and there was a significant increase in secretion of the
combined mutant LCM1+2 into the culture medium compared with
LCwt (SI Appendix, Fig. S9).
Importantly, when the different LCs were coexpressed with

a γHC, we found a significant increase in the secretion of com-
pletely assembled IgG antibody molecules with the LCM1+2 mu-
tant compared with LCWT (Fig. 5 B and C). Of note, directly after
the metabolic labeling pulse, we reproducibly detected higher
levels of γHC upon coexpression of LCM1+2 than when the γHC
was expressed alone or with any of the other LC constructs (Fig.
5B). LCs can already associate cotranslationally with HCs (36–
38). It is thus possible that the LCM1+2 mutant, which also shows
enhanced properties in vivo in isolation (SI Appendix, Fig. S9), is
already exerting beneficial effects on γHCs during chain synthesis,
leading to an increased yield of full-length HCs. In keeping with
the reduced secretion of free LCM2 (SI Appendix, Fig. S9), it
showed a decreased ability to induce transport of γHCs to the
media (Fig. 5 B and C). Together, our data demonstrate that the
IgNAR-based optimization of a human CL domain, the scaffold on
which the HC CH1 domain has to fold for antibodies to pass ER
quality control (33, 35), can increase domain stability and posi-
tively influences limiting steps in antibody biosynthesis in the cell.

Discussion
The atomic resolution structures of four IgNAR constant do-
mains show that the Ig fold has been conserved for ca. 500
million years, since the last common ancestor of shark and men.
Comparison of Ig domains from both species, which are not well
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Fig. 3. A model of the complete IgNAR antibody. (A) A structural model of
full-length IgNAR based on restraints from the C1 and C3 dimer structures
and intermolecular disulfide bonds, derived by docking with HADDOCK (26).
(Left) Crystal structures of the variable domain (Protein Data Bank ID code
1SQ2) and constant domains C1–C4. Because of the lack of structural in-
formation for C5, it is drawn as a gray oval. Cysteines forming interchain
disulfide bonds are highlighted in orange and predicted glycosylation sites in
red, respectively. The arced arrows indicate flexibility within the molecule.
(Right) The same model is shown in surface view, including a possible con-
formation of the flexible C4–C5, as adopted in the lowest energy structure of
the best cluster, assessed by the HADDOCK score and SAXS χ2. (B) SAXS data
of full-length IgNAR (cyan dots). The Q range above 0.25 Å−1 has been re-
moved because of noise. The blue line corresponds to the back-calculated
curve from the HADDOCK-derived structure with the best fit to the SAXS data
(shown in A; χ2 = 1.43). (C) An ab initio bead model derived from the SAXS
data, using DAMMIF (27), superimposed with the lowest-energy structure of the
HADDOCK cluster with the best fit to the SAXS data, using SUPCOMB (49).
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C1 53.3 ±0.3 49 ±1 17 ±1 dimer  595 ±43 nM 
C2 68.5 ±0.3 24 ±1 11 ±1 monomer - 
C3 47.5 ±0.1 43 ±1 20 ±1 dimer 188 ±16 M 
C4 66.2 ±0.3 19 ±1 10 ±1 monomer - 
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Fig. 4. Stability and oligomerization state of the constant IgNAR domains.
C1–C4 were reversibly unfolded by guanidinium chloride (GdmCl) (C1, cyan;
C2, blue; C3, red; C4, green; unfolding, closed circles; refolding, open circles).
Midpoints of thermal transitions and thermodynamic parameters obtained
by GdmCl-induced unfolding transitions are listed in the table (Tmelt, melting
temperature; ΔG0

unf, free energy of unfolding; meq, cooperativity parameter).
The association state and dissociation constant Kd of the domains in solution
were obtained by analytical ultracentrifugation. All data are shown ± SD.
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conserved at the sequence level, allowed the identification of
highly conserved structural features of the Ig fold in antibodies.
These consist of the hydrophobic core surrounding the internal
disulfide bridge, including an evolutionary conserved tryptophan
residue. In addition, we found the small helix between strands e
and f of evolutionary more recent antibody domains to also be
present in C1–C4. A highly conserved tryptophan in this helix
interacts with an almost equally conserved aromatic residue lo-
cated C terminally, arguing that this motif is evolutionary ancient
and contributes to the stability and robust folding pathway of
antibody domains, as opposed to some other Ig domains, which
usually do not possess these elements (23, 39, 40).
A peculiarity of IgNAR was that we found C5 to be unfolded

by all methods we used to measure structure. Similarly, the CH1
domain of IgG, which does not possess the characteristic sequence
elements of intrinsically disordered proteins (41), is unfolded in
isolation (33). It plays a critical role in IgG assembly control (33,
35, 42), and analogously, C5 folding might depend on assembly of
the complete IgNAR chains. Alternatively, authentic glycosylation
or extrinsic cellular factors might be required for C5 folding.
Despite similarities to more modern antibodies, IgNAR also

shows major evolutionary adjustments as a HC-only antibody.
The complementarity-determining region 3 (CDR3) loop of its
variable domain is particularly extended, which allows more se-
quence diversity to be accommodated and the binding of cryptic
antigens to occur. Furthermore, the variable domain is stabilized
by additional internal disulfide bridges compared with variable
domains that undergo dimerization in typical HC-LC antibodies
(12, 13). Interestingly, CDR3 extension combined with disulfide
bridge stabilization seems to have evolved multiple times in na-
ture to extend the antibody-binding repertoire of either HC-only
antibodies (10, 12, 13, 43) or in species with a limited repertoire
of variable domains (44).
To perform their biological functions, antibodies often bind

spatially separated epitopes on antigens. Camelid antibodies have

lost the ability to pair with LCs, yet retained a hinge region that
allows orientational flexibility of their variable domains (10). For
IgNAR, it has been less clear what allows the observed orienta-
tional flexibility of their variable domains (18) and adequate
spacing to bind multiple antigens. Our structural model of the
complete IgNAR molecule explains how, despite the absence
of a canonical hinge region, IgNAR might still be able to bind
spatially separated epitopes: the wide angle of C1 dimerization
positions the IgNAR variable domains appropriately. These
are followed by a narrow stalk with intrinsic flexibility. In so-
lution, a major fraction of IgNAR seems to be kinked in the
stalk, and the flexibility of IgNAR might be of relevance for
binding to cellular receptors or accessing confined sites of antigen
presentation.
Given the very different solvent environments in which anti-

bodies from sharks and men must function, it was possible that
IgNAR domains contain structural elements that could influence
their folding pathway and enhance their stability. Indeed, we could
identify two well-defined structural features, which contributed to
the high stability of some IgNAR domains. Individually, these
elements each led to a slight stabilization of a human CL domain in
vitro, which became quite pronounced when these two elements
were combined. Such a simple additive effect was not observed in
vivo. Only the combination of both mutations led to a significant
increase in both the secretion of free LC and assembled IgG an-
tibody, whereas one mutant (M2) actually decreased both. This
might be a result of the lower folding cooperativity observed forM2
in comparison with the other two mutants, which, together with its
extended hydrophobic core, could possibly account for less-effi-
cient folding in vivo in the presence of the ER quality control
machinery. Alternatively, it is possible that elements in the par-
ticular VL domain of the antibody we investigated abrogate the
positive effects of this mutation on the stability of the CL domain.
The significantly increased stability and secretion of the combina-
tion mutant make it tempting to speculate that it might be useful
for future applications in diagnostic and therapeutic antibodies, in
particular, as the stabilizing structural motif we have identified
could also be transplanted to other domains.
In conclusion, the first structures of antibody constant do-

mains from sharks reveal key structural elements of the Ig fold
that have been conserved for hundreds of millions of years. The
results of this study also show that although the oldest antibody
domains known already exhibit a “modern” overall fold, the
IgNAR molecule shows structural adaptations to specifically
organize its functional modules.

Materials and Methods
Protein Expression and Purification.Genes were cloned using either the IgNAR
cDNA or synthetic, E. coli codon-usage optimized templates. Proteins were
expressed in E. coli or insect cells, and authentic IgNAR was purified from shark
serum. Details can be found in the SI Appendix, Materials and Methods.

Optical Spectroscopy and Protein Stability Measurements. CD and fluorescence
spectra were measured as described in the SI Appendix, Materials and
Methods. GdmCl/urea-induced unfolding and temperature-induced unfold-
ing transitions were followed by far-UV CD spectroscopy or fluorescence
spectroscopy and analyzed as described in the SI Appendix, Materials and
Methods. Association-induced folding of a human CH1 domain by the dif-
ferent CL constructs was analyzed as published (33).

Analytical Ultracentrifugation. Experiments were performed as described in
the SI Appendix, Materials and Methods. For C1 and C3, the Kd was de-
termined using a monomer-dimer self-association model.

Structure Determination. Crystallization conditions were identified using
different crystallization suites. Data sets were collected either using syn-
chrotron radiation (SLS) or on a Bruker Microstar/X8 Proteum (Bruker AXS).
Data sets were processed and models completed as described in the SI Ap-
pendix, Materials and Methods. Molecular illustrations were prepared in
PyMOL (DeLano Scientific).

For NMR backbone assignments, triple resonance experiments were
performed, where magnetization is transferred between the nuclei of
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interest [CBCA(CO)NH and CBCANH]. For side chain assignments, total corre-
lation spectroscopy was used (HCCH-TOCSY). Distance restraints were obtained
from 15N- and 13C-edited NOESY spectra. Residual dipolar couplings were
recorded using an IPAP-HSQC (45) and HNCO-based NMR experiments
(46). NMR spectra were processed and analyzed, and structures were
calculated as described in the SI Appendix, Materials and Methods.

Docking. A full-length dimeric IgNAR model was built using MODELLER 9.4
(47). Docking of the identical protein chains was performed using the
HADDOCK Web server (25, 26), with structural restraints based on C1 and C3
dimerization and the intermolecular disulfide bridges. Details can be found
in the SI Appendix, Materials and Methods.

SAXS. SAXS measurements were performed on a Rigaku BioSAXS1000, using
a Pilatus detector, as described in the SI Appendix, Materials and Methods.

Cell Culture, Metabolic Labeling, and Western Blots. LC constructs were
amplified from synthetic genes optimized for human expression. Mutants
were generated by site-directedmutagenesis. Experiments were performed
in COS-1 cells, using a previously described γHC construct (35). Experiments
were performed as described in the SI Appendix, Materials and Methods.

Statistical Analysis. Results are shown as means ± SD. Where indicated, a two-
tailed Student t test was used to analyze the data.
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